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ABSTRACT
Objectives: To explore the barriers to cervical cancer screening, focusing on religious and cultural factors, in order to inform group-specific interventions that may improve uptake of cervical cancer screening programmes.

Design: We conducted four focus group discussions among Muslim and Christian women in Nigeria.

Setting: Discussions were conducted in two hospitals, one in the South West and the other in the North Central region of Nigeria.

Participants: 27 Christian and 22 Muslim women over the age of 18, with no diagnosis of cancer.

Results: Most participants in the focus group discussions had heard about cervical cancer except Muslim women in the South Western region who had never heard about cervical cancer. Participants believed that wizardry, multiple sexual partners and inserting herbs into the vagina cause cervical cancer. Only one participant knew about the human papillomavirus. Among the Christian women, the majority of respondents had heard about cervical cancer screening and believed that it could be used to prevent cervical cancer. Participants mentioned religious and cultural obligations of modesty, gender of healthcare providers, fear of disclosure of results, fear of nosocomial infections, lack of awareness, discrimination at hospitals, and need for spousal approval as barriers to uptake of screening. These barriers varied by religion across the geographical regions.

Conclusions: Barriers to cervical cancer screening vary by religious affiliations. Interventions to increase cervical cancer awareness and screening uptake in multicultural and multireligious communities need to take into consideration the varying cultural and religious beliefs in order to design and implement effective cervical cancer screening intervention programmes.

INTRODUCTION
Cervical cancer is the fourth most common cancer in women, with an estimated 528 000 new cases occurring globally in 2012.1 In Nigeria, it is the second most common female cancer, with an age-standardised incidence rate of 34.5 per 100 000 and incidence/mortality ratio of 0.6.1–3 The global burden of cervical cancer is unevenly distributed throughout the world, with developing countries accounting for over 80% of all new cases.4

The incidence of cervical cancer in developed countries has fallen significantly in recent decades due to the implementation of population-wide, cytology-based screening programmes.4 Similar programmes have either not been successful or are generally lacking in Sub-Saharan Africa and other low- and middle-income countries (LMICs). To overcome these difficulties, screening methods such as visual inspection techniques based on low-cost technologies have been developed and implemented in several LMICs with varying degrees of success.5–7 More recently, several high and middle-income countries have introduced screening based on human papillomavirus (HPV) DNA testing.8 9

Strengths and limitations of this study
- We identified several group-specific barriers to successful cervical cancer screening among Nigerian women and showed that religious and cultural factors have significant impact on health-seeking behaviours that should not be underestimated.
- Our findings have the potential to influence the implementation and uptake of cervical cancer screening in multicultural societies.
- Participants in our study were relatively well educated compared with the general population and may have provided responses that are not generalisable.
- We would need to further evaluate our findings from this qualitative study in a larger population-based survey.

There are several barriers to the uptake of cervical cancer screening in LMICs; however, few studies have evaluated these barriers, particularly those related to cultural and religious differences in complex societies such as Nigeria. These barriers include low levels of knowledge of cervical cancer, limited awareness of prevention and early detection methods, fear of stigma associated with cancer diagnosis, concerns about spousal approval of screening, and concerns about violations of religious and cultural obligations of modesty during screening procedures. It is imperative that these barriers are reduced or eradicated and appropriate mechanisms are instituted to enhance the use of screening services. In this study we explored the knowledge, attitude and beliefs of Nigerian women about cervical cancer prevention and focused on religious and cultural factors that may influence cervical cancer screening behaviour.

**METHODS**

**Study design and setting**

We used focus group discussions (FGDs) so that we could elicit new information, free from researchers’ preconceived expectations in order to learn about group and cultural norms and behaviours associated with cervical cancer prevention among Nigerian women. This approach facilitates the flexible expression of ideas and experiences that might be left underdeveloped in a structured interview format, and its iterative data collection and research question format enables thorough exploration of participants’ perspectives, which quantitative methods do not allow. We conducted FGDs at two hospitals in Nigeria, where the Institute of Human Virology Nigeria (IHVN) works with site staff to provide cervical cancer screening services. These hospitals are the National Hospital, Abuja, Federal Capital Territory (FCT) located in North Central Nigeria and the Mother and Child Hospital, Ondo State located in the South Western region of the country (figure 1).

**Selection of participants and study sample**

Participants were recruited through purposive sampling. Participants were eligible if they were (1) women resident in the North Central or South Western regions of the country, (2) age 18 or older, (3) not currently suffering from cervical cancer and (4) self-identified as Muslims or Christians. We did not exclude women who had family or close acquaintances with a present or past diagnosis of cervical cancer. We conducted in-person visits to churches, markets and the general outpatient clinics of participating hospitals to identify potential participants. Potential participants were screened by a brief in-person interview to assess eligibility, and eligible participants were provided venue and time details for the FGD. Six of 55 women (11%) who were approached to participate in the FGDs declined. All of these women cited time constraints as their reason for declining.

**Focus group discussions**

We conducted four FGDs between August and October 2014, two at each of the hospitals where the study was implemented. In order to encourage free exchange of ideas, focus groups were conducted according to the faiths of the participants, one for Muslims and the other for Christians and we achieved a heterogeneous (by age and socioeconomic status) group with at least 10 participants in each FGD. All participants provided written informed consent.

The focus groups were conducted by FIM (a physician), EJ-A (a physician-epidemiologist) and PB (a nurse), all of whom, along with CA (physician-epidemiologist), have more than 4 years of experience in the design and conduct of qualitative research. FIM and EJ-A have had postgraduate training in qualitative research methodology at the West African Bioethics Training Program (PI—CA). EJ-A and CA have published papers using qualitative research methodology. All these researchers, except CA are women. AA, LO and OO are male gynaecologists who provide cervical cancer screening at the research sites and participated in the implementation of the research. None of the researchers had any relationship with the study participants before the start of the study.

All four FGDs were carried out in English language using pidgin or local terms when necessary and lasted approximately 60–90 min without interference or the presence of other people. At each FGD, using an FGD guide that we developed on the basis of previous literature and using predetermined domains relevant to the objectives of the study, one of the two researchers (FIM or EJ-A), assisted by PB, moderated the discussions. We pilot-tested the FGD guide among 15 women in Abuja identified through purposive sampling, before the start of the study. We informed participants that the reason for carrying out the research study was to determine barriers that might exist to cervical cancer screening, especially related to religious and cultural factors, in an attempt to ascertain ways of improving participation rates in cervical cancer screening programmes. We then addressed all questions they had, after which we took informed consent. We audiostreamed each FGD, and two independent members of the research team transcribed the recordings. Handwritten notes were also taken during the interviews and were used to supplement the audio recordings. The sample size was determined based on data saturation.

**Data analysis**

The transcribed data were analysed based on the content analysis technique using a combination of deductive and inductive processes with Atlas.ti V7.5.2 software for qualitative analysis. Transcripts were not returned to the participants for any comments or corrections. Two of the authors, ED and EJ-A, created a priori codes based on our research objective, as a general framework, while allowing for emergent
concepts from the discussions. For each code, a description of the code was written in the code manager to provide contextual information. Coding was an iterative process, with the first level of coding generating initial codes which were evaluated by ED and EJ-A for a second and third level of coding. Related codes were grouped together using prefixes related to the study objective (using shared characteristics), and codes were colour coded using the shared prefix titles for each specific objective. We grouped codes into families according to shared themes. ED and EJ-A created semantic networks representing hierarchical relationships between concepts after a review of the codes. We analysed each code to identify emerging opinions and themes for the research objective. We kept detailed reflective and thematic memos during the process of coding to provide contextual information that developed during the coding process. All the authors reviewed the codes at a data analysis review meeting and subsequently modified and agreed on a set of codes. We used the query tools and Boolean operators to interrogate the codes and obtain the results that we present in this paper. We used the consolidated criteria for reporting qualitative research (COREQ-32) in describing the results.14

Quality assurance
We used the Word Cruncher and Word Cloud tools in Atlas.ti for content analysis to improve the quality of codes by identifying themes that may not have been previously coded. These tools determine the relative frequency of occurrence of all words in all four FGD transcripts. We did not identify any missed themes using this process.

Ethical considerations
Ethics approval was obtained from the National Health Research Ethics Committee of Nigeria (NHREC/01/01/2007–01/08/2014).
RESULTS

Participant description

A total of 49 women (25 from the South West and 24 from the North Central regions) participated in this study. The mean (SD) age of participants was 33 (9.9) years. Most of the participants (83.7%) had completed at least 12 years of formal education. The majority (63.3%) were married, and 59.0% were employed. About one-third of the participants (38.8%) had been screened for cervical cancer in the past. Table 1 provides details of the characteristics of the participants.

Awareness and knowledge about cervical cancer

Awareness of cervical cancer

Most participants had heard about cervical cancer (table 2). The most common means of hearing about it was through the mass media and at health talks from healthcare workers in hospitals. Interestingly, one participant recalled hearing about it during a talk given in a commuter bus. However, none of the Muslim participants in the FGD conducted in South Western Nigeria had ever heard about cervical cancer.

Causes of cervical cancer

Discussants had some misconceptions about the cause of cervical cancer (table 2). These varied by religion and geographical location. Among the Christian women in the Abuja FGDs, one of the most common misconceptions was that cervical cancer could result from wizardry.
Table 2  Comparison of key findings on knowledge, attitudes and beliefs of participants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Awareness of cervical cancer</th>
<th>Causes of cervical cancer</th>
<th>Symptoms of cervical cancer</th>
<th>Awareness of human papillomavirus</th>
<th>Treatment options for cervical cancer</th>
<th>Cervical cancer screening</th>
<th>Attitudes and beliefs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Christian women</strong></td>
<td><strong>Muslim women</strong></td>
<td><strong>Christian women</strong></td>
<td><strong>Muslim women</strong></td>
<td><strong>Christian women</strong></td>
<td><strong>Muslim women</strong></td>
<td><strong>Christian women</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Central (Abuja FGD)</td>
<td>North Central (Abuja FGD)</td>
<td>South Western (Ondo FGD)</td>
<td>South Western (Ondo FGD)</td>
<td>North Central (Abuja FGD)</td>
<td>South Western (Ondo FGD)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All of the women in this group had heard about cervical cancer</td>
<td>Most of the women in this group had heard about cervical cancer</td>
<td>Poor knowledge of the cause of cervical cancer</td>
<td>None of the women in this group had ever heard of cervical cancer</td>
<td>Participants in the Ondo Muslim women FGD had poor knowledge of treatment options for cervical cancer</td>
<td>Participants among the Abuja Muslim women had heard about cervical cancer screening, though none had been screened. Reasons for reluctance to be screened included the need for spousal support and permission before screening, need for a female doctor or female chaperone to be present during screening procedure</td>
<td>Most expressed the belief that cervical cancer is becoming a significant problem in Nigeria and that anyone could be at risk of cervical cancer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poor knowledge of the cause of cervical cancer; one of the participants in this group had the misconception that cervical cancer could result from wizardry</td>
<td>Poor knowledge of the cause of cervical cancer. Participants in this group expressed beliefs about the use of charms and cervical cancer being inflicted on women by men</td>
<td>Poor knowledge of the symptoms of cervical cancer</td>
<td>No previous knowledge of the human papillomavirus</td>
<td>Participants in the Ondo Muslim women FGD had poor knowledge of cervical cancer</td>
<td>None of the participants in this group were aware of cervical cancer screening</td>
<td>Most of the women in this group believed that cervical cancer is becoming more common in Nigeria and they could be at risk of cervical cancer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poor knowledge of the symptoms of cervical cancer</td>
<td>Poor knowledge of the symptoms of cervical cancer</td>
<td>Poor knowledge of the symptoms of cervical cancer</td>
<td>No previous knowledge of the human papillomavirus</td>
<td>Most Muslim FGD participants in Abuja believed that cervical cancer can be treated and few participants claimed awareness of traditional treatment modalities for it</td>
<td>Most of the Abuja Muslim women believed that cervical cancer is becoming a significant problem in Nigeria. They expressed belief that they could be at risk of cervical cancer</td>
<td>Most expressed the belief that cervical cancer is becoming a significant problem in Nigeria and that anyone could be at risk of cervical cancer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Continued
I heard that... On that talk show somebody said... They use to send it, maybe it is a kind of charm, if a woman offend a man, the man now charm her that she will not have sex again. Then that place will now start to decay. That was what they said. Abuja Christian FGD participant

Among the Muslim women in the Abuja FGD, various vaginal health practices were thought to cause cervical cancer (table 2). These practices include the use of toilet paper or cloth as sanitary pads during menstrual periods and the insertion of herbs during sexual intercourse.

The Abuja Muslim women highlighted the need for husband’s permission, modesty concerns, lack of awareness, cultural discrimination and discomfort as barriers to cervical cancer screening.

Participants in this group identified a strong preference for a female healthcare provider before they would accept being screened.

In addition to the causes mentioned above, one of the Abuja Christian FGD participants also mentioned that it could be hereditary.

Most respondents believed that having multiple sexual partners would increase the risk of having cervical cancer.

Symptoms of cervical cancer

Although most participants in the FGDs did not demonstrate a good understanding of the part of the body affected by cervical cancer, they were able to mention some of the symptoms of cervical cancer. From all FGDs, except the Ondo Muslim FGD, abnormal vaginal bleeding was recognised as a symptom of cervical cancer. From all FGDs, the majority of participants (table 2) thought that bleeding during sexual intercourse, prolonged menstrual periods or abnormal menstrual cycles, were symptoms of cervical cancer.

In addition to the cases mentioned above, one of the Abuja Christian FGD participants also mentioned that it could be hereditary.

Most respondents believed that having multiple sexual partners would increase the risk of having cervical cancer.

Acceptability of self-sampling

Expressed preference for sample collection in the hospital by a healthcare provider rather than self-sampling.

Participants in this group identified lack of awareness as a major barrier to cervical cancer screening.

Expressed preference for sampling by a female healthcare provider rather than self-sampling.

Participants in this group was of the opinion that healthcare providers are more capable of taking the samples correctly.

The Abuja Muslim women highlighted the need for husband’s permission, modesty concerns, lack of awareness, cultural discrimination and discomfort as barriers to cervical cancer screening.

Participants in this group identified a strong preference for a female healthcare provider before they would accept being screened.
the Christian women, the majority of respondents had heard about cervical cancer screening and believed that it could be used to prevent cervical cancer. Respondents who did not believe that screening could be used for prevention of cervical cancer felt that it could only be used for early detection of cervical cancer.

I think if you go early enough and you do your screening you will know when if you have it at all you will know early, and from there you start the treatment. Which is easier than you knowing it when it’s late. Abuja Christian FGD participant

While many of the Muslim women in Ondo had not heard of cervical cancer screening, Muslim women in Abuja had heard about screening for cervical cancer; however, they had limited knowledge of its use for prevention. Some of the Muslim FGD participants in Ondo said that the only screening they had heard of was for breast cancer.

Among the participants who knew about cervical cancer screening, the majority believed that it is only required for premenopausal women who are sexually active and that the screening interval should be yearly.

Cervical cancer treatment options
Regardless of location, the Christian women identified treatment options for cervical cancer to include early detection, screening, chemotherapy, ‘spirituality,’ ‘exercise.’ One participant noted that preventive hysterectomy was also an option saying

Another way is that if a woman have delivered the children she wanted, I think the womb can be removed. Abuja Christian FGD participant

Participants in Abuja did not feel that there was any effective traditional treatment for cervical cancer, although one participant noted that traditional treatment was available for breast cancer but not for cervical cancer saying

I have seen on breast cancer but not heard of cervical cancer. Abuja Christian FGD participant

Most Muslim FGD participants in Abuja believed that cervical cancer can be treated, and a few participants claimed awareness of traditional treatment modalities for it. Participants who were aware of traditional treatment modalities for cervical cancer provided further insight by noting that, when women had symptoms suggestive of cervical cancer, they started traditional treatment before visiting a healthcare facility. In these instances, such participants noted that they could not tell much about the efficacy of the traditional treatment, as they were not certain if what was being treated was indeed cervical cancer. In the Christian FGD in Ondo, participants noted that cervical cancer could be treated if diagnosed early.

Yes it can be treated if it has not damaged the womb. If it is still around the cervix and it has not gone very far, it can be treated. Ondo Christian FGD participant

These participants did not believe that traditional medicine could be used to treat cervical cancer.

Barriers to cervical cancer screening
All participants, except the Muslim women in Ondo, opined that cervical cancer was becoming a significant problem in Nigeria, as they hear about the disease more commonly now than in the past. One respondent described rural–urban disparities in the awareness of cervical cancer saying

This awareness of cervical cancer is limited to the city... Ondo Christian FGD participant

All participants, except those in the Muslim FGD in Ondo, believed that they could develop cervical cancer as long as they were engaged in sexual relationships and with increasing age. One participant said

it is all about having sex and many multiple sexual partners. Abuja Christian FGD participant

Although most participants believed that they have some personal risk of developing cervical cancer, several expressed unwillingness to be screened. Some of the barriers to screening that respondents described included modesty concerns, gender of healthcare providers, fear of status disclosure, fear of contracting other illnesses in the hospitals, discomfort during the screening process, lack of awareness of screening programmes, denial of disease condition, discrimination, and requiring husband’s permission before screening. These barriers varied by religion across the geographical regions.

All FGD participants identified cultural norms of modesty as a barrier to seeking cervical cancer screening; however, the participants in the Muslim FGDs were more emphatic about this barrier, citing an additional religious basis for their concern. A participant put it this way

Islamically it is not good to expose yourself outside, except to your husband. Ondo Muslim FGD participant

A participant noted that there can be exceptions to this norm in cases of illness and explained how Islam teaches the practice of preventive measures.

Even in our religion, our mentor in Islam, Muhammadu Rasurulilahi has even told us—When you are in community and you can perceive a kind of a sickness that is being spread among the people or even in the forest that you should leave that place and go to area where you will not contact it. Ondo Muslim FGD participant

The participants in the Muslim FGD in both geographical regions expressed a strong preference for a female healthcare provider.
Normally... Muslim women do not like to open themselves to the other... man. I prefer female doctors to attend to the Muslim woman. To me, I prefer to go female hospital, because they will see our private parts. I don’t really, really like it at all at all. Ondo Muslim FGD participant.

Some participants further explained that they had failed to go through screening in the past when they realised the service was to be provided by a male healthcare provider. Participants in the FGD for Muslim women in Ondo claimed that Muslim women face some discrimination at healthcare facilities because their mode of dressing readily identifies their faith.

The way they are treating us in the hospital, as if we are not part of the community. Even the female doctors in the hospital, before they even attend to you, they will already be abusing you from head to toe as if you don’t know anything, as if you are not part of the community. If you want us to go for screening in the hospital, these women that are coming, at least they should be kind to them and be patient with them. Ondo Muslim FGD participant.

Among all the Christian FGD participants, while there was a preference for female healthcare providers, they did not mind being attended to by a male healthcare provider. All participants opined that they would be more comfortable if there was a female chaperone present in the examination room.

Some respondents expressed concerns about confidentiality of results.

Some women will not want any other person to know their status. You know if you have infection, that tendency of thinking that so they know I am carrying this thing…. Ondo Christian FGD participant.

Participants expressed a lack of confidence in the healthcare system and opined that they could be infected with other diseases either from the screening equipment or from other sources or procedures within the healthcare facility.

I may be thinking maybe, I will contact another disease. Like this Ebola we have been hearing this time around now. Most of the doctor that have been treating the patients, they are the ones catching the disease. If I go for screening now, maybe something may have happen, I don’t know. That is the part of the reason that have been scaring us from going. Ondo Muslim FGD participant.

Most participants said that they required their husband’s permission before being screened. This view was more prevalent among the Muslim respondents. Some felt they needed to let their husbands know before attending screening clinics because of financial reasons, stating that the husband would need to provide the funds. One participant noted that it would be important to inform her husband because this would make disclosure and discussion of abnormal results, if found during screening, easier. Other reasons proffered for requiring their husband’s permission were religious obligation and trust in their spouse’s opinion.

Most participants were not aware that there were screening options that allow the participant to take the cervical samples by themselves. However, when they considered this option, the majority expressed a preference for a healthcare provider to take the samples in a healthcare facility as opposed to self-sampling. The main reason for this preference was the belief that they would be unable to take adequate samples of good quality even with instructions.

Because the reason is that when you give us the thing to screen at home we won’t have something to open it (private part) very well. And we may not do it properly. Ondo Muslim FGD participant.

Discussions

The majority of the FGD participants (61.2%) had never been screened for cervical cancer. Participants attributed this low level of screening uptake to modesty concerns, lack of awareness of screening, lack of husband’s permission to be screened, fear of a positive result, and belief that it is better to be ignorant of the disease than to go in search of it. However, several participants who had not been screened for cervical cancer were willing to be screened if a free screening test was provided. They also offered suggestions on how cervical cancer screening could reach a wider range of women by the use of mobile screening clinics, dissemination of information in churches and mosques, and use of text messages via mobile phones.

DISCUSSION

Our study shows that awareness of cervical cancer was not uniform among different groups of women in our population. When compared with the Christian FGD participants, the Muslim women were less likely to be aware of cervical cancer especially in the Ondo South Western FGD, where none of the participants were aware of cervical cancer. This finding may be because there have been more public health campaigns in churches and at Christian gatherings. It may also be a reflection of the scope of social and ancillary programmes that accompany the practices of Christianity compared with Islam in our study communities. We also found a higher prevalence of reluctance to engage with the healthcare system among Muslim participants. There is a need to provide educational campaigns that are specifically designed to reach Muslim women, as recommended by others. The most effective way of conducting such campaigns may require specific engagement with Muslim women’s organisations and close liaison with Muslim religious and opinion leaders because Muslim women may not attend mosques as...
frequently as men. The differences in cervical cancer awareness between the Muslim FGD participants based on geographic regions were apparent and this may be due to differences in sociocultural dynamics regardless of religious beliefs between the two groups.

Most of the women in our study were aware of cervical cancer, but only a third had ever been screened and only one participant had ever heard of the association between HPV and cervical cancer. This is similar to findings from other low-resource settings, which found that the knowledge of women about cervical cancer is ‘elementary’ at best and that there was a high prevalence of ignorance about causes, symptoms and treatment options for cervical cancer. Other studies in Nigeria have found only moderate levels of awareness of cervical cancer even among female healthcare and professional workers. The lack of knowledge about cervical cancer may be related to the hidden anatomical location of the cervix in contrast with the breast, which is located on the surface and is familiar to most of our participants.

Some of the women in our study knew cancer of the cervix as ‘cancer of the mouth of the womb’ or ‘cancer of the birth canal’. To be successful, public health messages to promote cervical cancer screening should build on names and terminologies that are already in use in the community. Our study participants stated that their main sources of information on cervical cancer were the mass media and hospital health talks. This is similar to the findings from other studies carried out in Nigeria and Ethiopia. Given the low level of knowledge about methods of cervical cancer prevention in this study, additional modalities for dissemination of health information including use of text messages and campaigns in public spaces including mass transport vehicles should be actively explored.

Several participants recognised the role of a sexually transmitted infection in cervical cancer, but only one participant mentioned an association with HPV. With increasing use of HPV DNA testing as primary modality for cervical cancer screening in high- and middle-income countries and the role of HPV vaccination in prevention of cervical cancer, there is a need to improve awareness of the association of HPV with cervical cancer in order to enhance the uptake of these modern prevention and screening interventions in this population. There was a higher prevalence of beliefs about an association between practices such as the insertion of herbs into the vagina and cervical cancer among Muslim women and this may be related to prevailing vaginal and sexual health practices within those communities. While previously under-reported in Nigeria, such practices may alter the vaginal microenvironment and facilitate the acquisition and persistence of HPV infection. Further studies are needed to obtain a good understanding of the materials that are used in such practices and the reasons for their use. Women who do not engage in these practices may falsely believe that they are not at risk of cervical cancer and fail to appreciate that the most important risk factor is an active sexual life.

Beliefs that cervical cancer may be caused by charms deployed by men who are unhappy with their female sexual partners were more prevalent among Christians in this study. These beliefs may reflect the growth of evangelical Christianity with its emphasis on the spiritual nature of illnesses in recent decades in Nigeria. They may also play to deep anxieties about sex and gender roles in these communities. Beliefs that cervical cancer is a sexually transmitted disease or may be associated with having multiple sexual partners were also prevalent among study participants. These beliefs may contribute to reluctance of women to participate in screening programmes because they would not want to be considered sexually promiscuous, harbouring a sexually transmitted disease, or having unhappy male sexual partners. The public health message about HPV infection and cervical cancer needs to be carefully crafted so that women learn that every sexually active woman is at risk from this very common viral infection and that there are no effective religious/spiritual remedies.

There was a prevailing notion among several participants that cervical cancer screening is only used for detection of cancer that is already present and the cancer may have a poor outcome even if treated. This limited knowledge of cervical cancer treatment, and its options, coupled with fear of receiving a diagnosis of cervical cancer during screening was a strong deterrent to accessing cervical cancer screening services. Other studies have found that the lack of awareness of cervical cancer and its causes, symptoms and treatment among women in Sub-Saharan Africa decreases their cervical cancer screening participation rates and increases their risk of developing cancer. Educational programmes in support of cervical cancer screening programmes need to emphasise the value of the methods for primary prevention.

Although the majority of participants in the FGDs recognised their personal risk of cervical cancer, several expressed an unwillingness to be screened because of cultural and religious norms of modesty. This was expressed in several forms such as the lack of desire to disrobe for the pelvic examination necessary for cervical cancer screening in the clinic and concerns at being attended to by male healthcare providers. These concerns were more pronounced among the Muslim participants, and they related it to the teachings of their faith. Our finding on the preference for a female doctor among the Muslim women in our sample is similar to reports from a predominantly Muslim population in Kuwait where 78% of respondents expressed their preference for examination by a female doctor. The Islamic culture and religion has a specific tradition and lifestyle that shapes women’s actions, behaviours, health practices, beliefs, expectations, gender roles, and self-care. These practices may influence a woman’s
decision not to have a physical examination or other healthcare interventions if the health provider is a male regardless of the severity of the health conditions. All participants agreed that, if it was absolutely necessary for them to be attended to by a male healthcare provider, then it would be helpful to have a female chaperone present.

Most participants indicated that they would need spousal financial and emotional support before attending screening services. In Africa, men have an important role to play in improving uptake of screening programmes and health interventions, so health education programmes for women’s health need to engage spouses in order to increase their chances of success. This spousal support is particularly important among Muslim women partly because of higher prevalence of spousal dependency because women are allowed only limited roles outside the home and because of injunctions of the Islamic faith. Some studies have found that women would not go for screening because they lacked their husband’s support to access such services. A study in Tanzania found that, when husbands approved of screening, the likelihood of participating in screening increased significantly. Many of our study participants identified financial limitations as another factor that may affect their willingness to attend cervical cancer screening services. Several participants said that they would agree to participate in a screening programme if the screening test provided was free. The financial cost of screening was also one of the reasons for requiring spousal permission because the participants said they would need money from their spouses. A screening programme is therefore more likely to be successful if it is provided at no or low cost to participants.

An unexpected finding in our study was the perception of discrimination at healthcare facilities by Ondo FGD Muslim women who suggested that this prevents them from seeking care. This is an important finding especially since these same women were unaware of cervical cancer. Participants opined that their mode of dressing, which involves the wearing of a veil and long loose black gowns (the hijab), triggers a discriminatory dressing, which involves the wearing of a veil and long loose black gowns (the hijab), triggers a discriminatory context of HIV/AIDS, there have been fewer studies of fear of disclosure as a barrier to cancer screening programmes in Africa where the disease remains highly stigmatised. Patients in LMICs often harbour anxieties about the quality of services and the environment of hospitals. But this concern may have been heightened in our study participants because we conducted this study around the peak of public awareness of Ebola virus disease, where a high proportion of healthcare workers were affected by the disease.

We explored the attitude of our FGD participants to potential use of self-sampling for cervical cancer screening in Nigeria in this study. Participants expressed concerns about being able to take adequate samples and would rather have the samples taken by a trained provider in a healthcare facility. Similar concerns have been found in other studies and highlight the need to ensure that women are adequately trained before introduction of self-sampling techniques for cervical cancer screening.

Limitations of our study include the possibility that the FGD environment may have caused some participants to give answers they perceive to be more ‘socially acceptable’, while more reticent participants may have shielded away from participation. There may also have been some selection bias in recruiting participants for the FGDs. Participants in our study were relatively well educated and they may have provided responses that are not generalisable to the general population. Another limitation to our study is the sample size; although we conducted two FGDs in each geographical region, we acknowledge that our findings of distinct experiences and perceptions among Muslim women in Ondo require further exploration. It is our plan to explore this further in a population-based survey.

CONCLUSIONS

Our study adds valuable information to the knowledge, attitudes and practices of cervical cancer screening in Nigeria. We identified several barriers to successful cervical cancer screening among Nigerian women, some of which varied by religion. We showed that religious and cultural factors could have significant impact on health-seeking behaviours that should not be underestimated, and that there were significant differences in attitudes to cervical cancer screening among the two major religious groups in Nigeria. Our next steps are to further evaluate our findings from this qualitative study in a larger population survey.
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